Abstract: Three are the points we briefly discuss here: using membrane computing tools for efficient computing/optimization, the possibilities of using "general" membrane computing (P systems using multisets of symbol objects processed by biochemical-like evolution rules) as a framework for modeling economic processes, and the numerical P systems, a class of computing devices explicitly defined with a motivation related to economics. The discussion is rather informal, only pointing out research directions and providing bibliographical information. Keywords: membrane computing, P system, economics, numerical P system.
A Quick Glimpse to Membrane Computing
Membrane computing is a branch of natural computing aiming to abstract computing models from the structure and the functioning of the living cells -at least this was the initial motivation of the research in this area, [12] . Basically, in the compartments of a cell-like membrane structure one places multisets (sets with multiplicities associated with their elements) of objects, represented by symbols of a given alphabet, and evolution rules, in the form of "reactions" transforming certain objects in other objects (multiset rewriting rules, written in the form u → v, where u and v are multisets); the objects can also pass through membranes, from a compartment to another one. Starting from an initial configuration (of multisets and membranes) and applying the evolution rules according to specified strategies (semantics), one obtains transitions among configurations, hence computations. In this way we get a computing device, usually called a P system. Results are associated with computations, in various ways.
Most investigated in membrane computing are P systems with the rules applied in the nondeterministically maximally parallel way (a multiset of rules is non-deterministically chosen and applied in each multiset, such that there is no applicable multiset which contains strictly the chosen multiset) and the result associated only with halting computations, those which reach a configuration where no evolution rule can be applied.
There are many variations of this basic model. First, one can consider various forms of the rules, as well as ways of controlling their application: priority, promoters, inhibitors, periodical change of rules in time, etc. Then, other ways of using the rules can be considered: sequential, limited parallelism, minimal parallelism, asynchronous systems, etc. Also the result of a computation can be defined in various ways (internally, externally, in the form of a number or of a string), not necessarily for halting computations.
Further suggestions come from biology. For instance, instead of multiset rewriting rules, as those corresponding to biochemical reactions, we can consider symport or antiport rules, which move multisets of objects across membranes, [11] . Similarly, we can consider rules for handling also the membranes, not only the objects: membranes can be created, dissolved, divided, the relationships between membranes can change in timne (e.g., by exocytosis, phagocytosis, etc.), and so on.
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Then, an extension can be considered from hierarchical arrangements of membranes, like in a cell, described by trees, to a tissue-like arrangement of membranes, described by a general graph. All ingredients mentioned above can be extended to this case.
In short, a framework for processing multisets (of symbol objects) in a distributed parallel way.
Instead of symbol objects, we can also consider more complex objects, strings for instanceand then the evolution rules should be chosen suitably.
Most of the classes of the P systems suggested above are equivalent as computing power with Turing machines, and this happens even for rather restricted (as the number of membranes or the complexity of the evolution rules) systems.
Furthermore, due to their massive parallelism, and to the possibility of creating an exponential workspace in a linear time, certain classes of P systems can solve computationally hard problems (typically, NP-complete problems) in a feasible (polynomial) time. (This has been called in [14] fypercomputing, as an extension from hypercomputing, with "f" coming from "fast".) This is based on a time-space trade-off, with the space created by operations like membrane creation, membrane division, string duplication. Depending on the used ingredients, even (polynomial) characterizations of PSPACE are obtained.
Two classes of P systems different from the previous ones are the numerical P systems, which will be discussed below, and the spiking neural P systems (in short, SN P systems), [7] , inspired from the way the neurons cooperate in a brain, communicating through spikes, electrical impulses of identical shape. The results are the same also for SN P systems: computational universality and the possibility of fypercomputing in the case when neuron division or similar operations are present. Another interesting idea leading to fypercomputations in this area is to use (arbitrarily large) pre-computed resources, with a limited amount of information present in the initial configuration.
Besides these theoretical directions of investigations, concerning the power and the efficiency of P systems, well developed is the application area, naturally, starting with applications in biology and biomedicine. Many other applications are already reported, in ecology, linguistics, computer graphics, cryptography, approximate optimization, robot control -as well as to economics.
The literature of membrane computing is rather large. Details can be found at the domain web site from http://ppage.psystems.eu. An introduction can be found in [13] , a comprehensive coverage (at the level of 2009) in [18] , while applications can be found in [4] , [6] , [20] . Many collective volumes, PhD theses and downloadable papers can be found at the above mentioned web address.
Using Membrane Computing Tools in Economics
Two ideas mentioned in the previous section suggest already that membrane computing can be useful for economics, especially in the computability, the operation research, and the optimization. The P systems as models will be discussed below, here we have in mind P systems as tools for handling "classic" models.
First, we mentioned the many results where NP-complete problems are solved in polynomial time by certain classes of P systems. Most of the non-trivial practical problems appearing in economics (as well as in other areas) are NP-complete. Thus, it would be great to solve them in a polynomial time by using a "cellular computer". However, the solutions provided by membrane computing are still in info, theoretical, as there is no implementation of P systems in vitro/vivo, not even in silico (such that the massive parallelism can be effectively used). There are implementations of P systems on parallel hardware, but not at the level of making practical the theoretical fypercomputing. On the other hand, it is highly probably that even a bio-implementation of a P system will not help too much, it will be similar to the case of DNA computing, with the 1994 Adleman experiment, which remained at the level of a demo, of solving toy problems, without practical consequences.
Much more practical is the possibility of using the so-called membrane algorithms in solving computationally hard optimization problems. This is a rather developed direction of research in membrane computing, with a large bibliography and very encouraging results. Basically, this is nothing else than distributed evolutionary computing, but with the distribution controlled by means of membranes, and with further ingredients from membrane computing used, such as membrane creation, division, dissolution, communication among membranes, neural-like organization of cells, etc. Many engineering applications of membrane algorithms were reported -the reader is advised to consult [4] , [6] , [18] , the forthcoming volume [20] , as well as the bibliography from the membrane computing web site.
P Systems as Models for Economics
We pass now to a more particular approach, namely to consider membrane computing as a framework for building models for economic processes.
Of course, the first question which could be formulated is: why? There are so many (mathematical) frameworks already used in economics, why considering a new, somewhat exotic (for instance, by its biological inspiration), one? The answer is complex. In general, new tools are always good to be checked, maybe they will bring new possibilities to address old problems in a new framework, ideally, to also formulate new questions in the new framework. Membrane computing is not only natural in a direct sense, but also sufficiently developed at the theoretical, abstract level that it is just expected to be applicable in many areas, apparently far away from biology. Then, the biological metaphor is very general and very useful, as indicated by the many applications of membrane computing in areas rather different from one another.
More specifically, there are several features of P systems which make them attractive as models, for economics like for biology, too. They pertain to discrete mathematics, so that they are adequate to situations when we have to deal with small numbers of objects and agents. Applying tools of continuous mathematics (especially differential equations) in situations which are clearly of a discrete type leads to wrong results. Then, P systems are easily scalable, easily understandable, easily programmable -three appealing properties. The behavior of a (nontrivial) P system is "emergent", impossible to be predicted by simply examining the rules. (The universality also implies, through Rice theorem, that no non-trivial question about a P system can be answered algorithmically, hence a computer simulation is needed.) Finally, there are many economic issues which can be easily and transparently captured in terms of membrane computing. Membranes can describe the organization, the multiset rewriting rules and the symport/antiport rules can describe production and commercial operations.
Only a hint, recalling some lines from [16] . Assume that units of row material a are introduced on a market by a supplier S and are used by producers P i , each having a number of production units b i , to manufacture goods d i ; these goods are then sold by P i at price p i to retailers R j , each having a number of capacity units c j ; in turn, the retailers sell the goods to a general consumer C, which introduces the need for d, denoted byd, on the market. For instance, by rules
the supplier introduces n units of a and the consumer introduces the need for m copies of d.
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Producer P i can produce one d by consuming one a and one b i ,
while retailer R j takes one order for d by means of c jd →d j .
(The good d and the need for d are indexed with the label of the producer -who fix its priceand of the retailer, respectively.) Then, the producers and the retailers interact: by
one copy of good d passes from P i to R j , because R j has an order for this good, and this happens with the probability p i,j , which depends on the previous transactions between producer P i and retailer R j ; units of capacities, b i and c j , are free again. We have not yet included money here, but this can be easily done. Instead of b i a → d i , we have to consider the rule
, with the meaning that P i has paid r monetary units (denoted by u i when belonging to P i ) for a, thus S has gained r copies of u S (notation for a monetary unit in possession of S). In turn,
with the meaning that p i monetary units have passed from the "account" (= multiset) of R j to that of P i . The retailer will then sell the good at a price (if possible) greater than p i to the general consumer C, and the cycle is repeated.
The model can still be enlarged: for instance, the number of a's andd's introduced on the market can fluctuate, the prices producers and retailers set can vary in time; then, both producers and retailers can make investments (transform money into production/storing units), maybe in a prudent manner (with low probability associated with investment rules and higher probability associated with saving rules, of the form u i → u i , just keeping the money unused), with or without limits on the total number of investments, and so on.
It is important to note that coefficients p i,j written in square brackets on the right hand side of the rules are not "pure" probabilities, but they also express the trust of retailers when buying from producers, depending on the history of their collaboration. These coefficients can be changed over time, which adds to the complexity of the model.
The reader is refereed to [15] , [16] , [17] for further details, illustrations, and discussions. Several other titles are provided in the bibliography, where economic processes are approached in terms of P systems.
After writing such a model, it is necessary to simulate it on a computer, hence a program is needed (ideally, implemented on a parallel support). Of course, the model is not used as a computing one, but the evolution itself of the model is of interest (this is similar to the applications of P systems in biology).
We are convinced that this direction of research deserves further efforts.
Numerical P Systems
This class of P systems was introduced (in paper 16 from the list in the next section) with an explicit economic inspiration. Briefly speaking, in the regions of a cell-like membrane structure, we have numerical variables (not "chemicals", as in the P systems discussed above), evolving by means of production-repartition programs. The variables from region i are denoted by
If the model is used as a computing devices, the variables take integer values, but for applications the values can be real numbers.
A production-repartition program (from region i) is of the form
where F i (x 1,i , . . . , x k i ,i ) is the "production function" and c 1 |v 1 + c 2 |v 2 + · · · + c n i |v n i defines the "repartition protocol". Denote C i = n i s=1 c s and denote by x i,j (t) the value of variable x i,j at step t ≥ 0 (t = 0 corresponds to the initial values of variables).
At any time t ≥ 0, we compute F i (x 1,i (t), . . . , x k i ,i (t)). The value q = F i (x 1,i (t), . . . ,x k i ,i (t))/C i represents the "unitary portion" to be distributed to variables v 1 , . . . , v n i , according to coefficients c 1 , . . . , c n i in order to obtain the values of these variables at time t+1. Specifically, v s will receive q · c s , 1 ≤ s ≤ n i . If a variable receives such "contributions" from several neighboring compartments, then they are added in order to produce the next value of the variable. A variable used in a production function is consumed, reset to 0; if a variable does not appear in a production function, then its value remains unchanged -of course, it can change by receiving "production portions" (note that they can also be negative) from its region or from the neighboring regions. In this way, we pass from given values of the variables to next values. The process can be iterated. In this way, we get a computation. The positive values of a specified variable form the set of numbers generated by a numerical P system.
Again, further ingredients can be added -for instance, a control on the use of a program, such as the "enzymatic control" considered in several papers dealing with robot controllers based on numerical P systems, or restrictions can be considered -particular functions as production functions. As expected, these systems are both powerful (Turing complete) and efficient.
In the robot control area, numerical P systems were used as devices for computing functions of several real variables, and this seems to be the most plausible idea also for economic applications. Anyway, again we expect applications in the two directions mentioned also for usual P systems: as tools for efficient computing and as models.
Both at the theoretical level and in what concerns the applications, numerical P systems are waiting for further attention, and we believe that the effort will be rewarding. In order to help the reader in this direction, we provide below a list of all titles we know at this moment related to numerical P systems (but further research are in development). 
Concluding Remarks
In many circumstances, computer science got very fruitful inspiration from biology, and this became a systematic research direction in the last decades under the mane of natural computing. A comprehensive overview can be found in [19] .
Membrane computing is part of this endeavor, well developed at the mathematical level, general, versatile, promising at the level of applications in very (apparently) different areas.
Here, we only mentioned some of the possibilities and the researches reported so far concerning the applications of membrane computing in economics, calling the attention to this research area, with the conviction that it deserves to be explored.
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